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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2007104721A1] The invention relates to a goods enveloping system with horizontal equal lateral loading on the rails by means of
interchangeable supporting elements (51) which can be integrated in a waggon structure, having: a rail system (1) with two rail runs (1a, 1b),
a loading path (6), for equal rail loading, parallel alongside the rail system (1), a lateral transport device for lateral transport of interchangeable
supporting elements (51) from a waggon (2) to the loading path (6) or vice versa, at least one supporting rail element (8, 9) which extends
laterally with respect to the rail system (1) and is preferably arranged below floor level in lateral grooves of the loading path (6); a supporting rail
piece which is aligned with the supporting rail element (8, 9) between the rail runs (1a, 1b), at least one shuttle vehicle (11), which is preferably
equipped with its own propulsion device and is guided on the supporting rail element (8, 9) and the supporting rail piece, for lateral transport of an
interchangeable supporting element (51). The invention also relates to a waggon having: two rotating joints with a horizontal supporting framework
which is supported by a frame, in which supporting frame a holding element is provided centrally, a waggon head piece (34) which is in each case
connected to a rotating joint and whose bearing element engages in the holding element of the rotating joint, two collapsible side walls (39) which
are connected to the waggon head pieces (34), can be locked to the latter and are designed and mounted such that they absorb the main force
transmission between the waggon head pieces (34) and the forces originating from the cargo.
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